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The 000-084 exam is very challenging, but with our 000-084 questions and answers practice exam,
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Question: 1
A manufacturing customer has a small SAN with both LINUX and Windows servers attached to a
DS4300 storage server through redundant fabric. Which of the following is the most important
consideration for proper function?
A. Utilization of the interswitch links between the redundant switches
B. Enablement of multi-OS Storage Partitioning feature on DS4300
C. 50u multi-mode Fibre for 2Gb operation
D. RAID level of the array on the DS4300
Answer: B
Question: 2
A banking customer has a mixed Dell and IBM server environment. They want to implement a
system management solution for all their Windows,Linux, and VMWare ESX Intel based servers.
Which of the following features of IBM Director will be an advantage for this customer?
A. Free Aurema and SteelEye software plug-ins
B. Supports non-IBM industry standard Intel based servers
C. Servers can be managed from within the MS Performance Monitor
D. Requires no agents to be installed and run on the IBM systems
Answer: B
Question: 3
An x3950 can withstand up to two failed memory chips per memory port. In addition, the
customer requires protection for a third memory chip failure on that port. Which XA-64e feature
will provide this extra level of protection?
A. Chipkill
B. Memory Mirroring
C. Hot Spare Memory
D. Memory ProteXion
Answer: B
Question: 4
A customer has a database application that is accessed by a large number of people through a
web interface from multiple remote locations. Which of the following questions will provide the
information necessary to design the best performing storage solution?
A. How many web servers will be connected to the database?
B. Will the database be run on a Windows solution?
C. How many concurrent users will be accessing the database?
D. What are the types of transactions run against the database?
Answer: D
Question: 5
A retail customer has 20 new IBM System x3850s and five blade chassis's. Each blade chassis
has three blades. Windows 2000 server is installed on all of these servers. The customer also
has an IBM System x3400 and just installed IBM Director server and Director console to monitor
all the IBM servers. Now the customer is calling IBM complaining that the IBM Director server
can discover the 5 blade chassis's, but cannot discover all of the x3850s.Which of the following is
the FIRST item to check when determining the root cause?
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